DCI Banks returns in Season 5 with an explosive serial crime story that weaves through every episode. When the victim of a frenzied attack is found, the team wonders if it’s a random killing, but Banks uncovers a link to a local crime boss and formulates a theory of his own. Airs Wednesdays, January 4, 11 and 18, at 10 p.m.
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America’s Test Kitchen From Cook’s Illustrated launches season 17 with new hosts Bridget Lancaster and Julia Collin Davison leading a team of test cooks as they deconstruct recipes and reveal the test kitchen’s secrets to foolproof cooking at home. Airs Sundays at 3 p.m., beginning January 8.

Joseph Rosendo’s Travelscope: Season 9 of this Emmy-winning travel series scales new heights of adventure, natural splendor and cultural richness. Host Joseph Rosendo journeys from the California coast to the islands of Hong Kong and to Chile’s Tierra del Fuego. Premieres Monday, January 9, at 8:30 p.m.

Consider donating your used vehicle TO WUSF PUBLIC MEDIA. 866-WUSF-CAR (987-3227) www.wusf.org/vehicledonations

British actress Dame Penelope Keith (The Good Life, To The Manor Born) leads viewers on a tour of Britain’s most charming villages to discover what makes each one unique. Armed with her vintage “Batsford” travel books, Keith explores village histories, investigates how village communities have changed over time, and seeks out quirky local traditions.

Airs Wednesdays at 8 p.m., beginning January 25
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America’s Test Kitchen From Cook’s Illustrated launches season 17 with new hosts Bridget Lancaster and Julia Collin Davison leading a team of test cooks as they deconstruct recipes and reveal the test kitchen’s secrets to foolproof cooking at home. Airs Sundays at 3 p.m., beginning January 8.
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Penelope Keith’s Hidden Villages
British actress Dame Penelope Keith (The Good Life, To The Manor Born) leads viewers on a tour of Britain’s most charming villages to discover what makes each one unique. Armed with her vintage “Batsford” travel books, Keith explores village histories, investigates how village communities have changed over time, and seeks out quirky local traditions.

Airs Wednesdays, January 25 at 8 p.m.

Joseph Rosendo’s Travelscope: Season 9 of this Emmy-winning travel series scales new heights of adventure, natural splendor and cultural richness. Host Joseph Rosendo journeys from the California coast to the islands of Hong Kong and to Chile’s Tierra del Fuego. Premieres Monday, January 9, at 8:30 p.m.

Consider donating your used vehicle to WUSF Public Media.
866-WUSF-CAR (987-3227) www.wusf.org/vehicledonations
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